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After more than half an hour of Chapter 16
, almost everyone’s gifts were presented. Although everyone’s gifts are not that
expensive, they are not cheap either. No less than two hundred thousand.
It is worth mentioning that the gift from Liu Qianshuang is also very eye-catching.
It was a pair of jade bracelets. The color of this bracelet can be described as almost
flawless. Really very beautiful.
After seeing it, the old grandmother didn’t like it, and she praised Liu Qianshuang again
and again. After the jade bracelet, the grandmother said in front of everyone, “By the
way, Qianshuang is the oldest of our Liu family’s younger generation. She is also the
best at taking care of others. She doesn’t have a boyfriend yet, if any of you come to
propose marriage. , just come. Of course, those who come to propose marriage should
not be too stubborn. After all, if you want to be a brother-in-law in the future, you have to
be like a brother-in-law.” After
these words, Liu Qianshuang’s face turned red. Many of the guests present were also
moved.
Liu Qianshuang is very beautiful and has a high status in the Liu family. This is simply
goddess level.
At this time, Liu Qianshuang was sitting beside Yue Feng. Because the seats for this
birthday banquet are all arranged according to seniority. Yue Feng is also considered
lucky, Liu Xuan is sitting on the right, and Liu Qianshuang is sitting on the left.
sandwiched between two women.
To be honest, when the bracelet was taken out just now, Yue Feng nodded secretly.
“This bracelet is a bit interesting.” Yue Feng seemed to be talking to himself: “Laokeng
Ice Seed, it’s a good idea.”
Laokeng Ice Seed, this is the name of a kind of jade. This material is very high-end, with
good transparency, high density, delicate meat, and a strong texture in appearance. It is
estimated that the price of this pair of bracelets is not less than 400,000.
At this time, Liu Qianshuang was just sitting on the chair, and when she heard Yue
Feng muttering in a low voice, she immediately frowned and couldn’t help but look at
Yue Feng.

Usually she and Yue Feng are people from two worlds. One is a high goddess, and the
other is a poor son-in-law. It seems that since Yue Feng ‘married’ to the Liu family, he
hasn’t spoken to him yet.
But at this time, Liu Qianshuang still couldn’t hold back, and asked curiously, “Do you
know Laokeng ice jade?”
Liu Qianshuang was shocked. In the huge Liu family, no one could tell what the jade
bracelet was made of, but Yue Feng did.
Yue Feng nodded and asked, “How much did you pay for this bracelet?”
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“600,000.” Liu Qianshuang replied.
Yue Feng shook his head: “You are expensive. It is worth more than 400,000 yuan.”
“Why?”
Liu Qianshuang’s curiosity was completely hooked, and this bracelet was sold to her by
one of her best friends. Said she didn’t make any money.
Yue Feng said in a low voice, “There are several elements to evaluate jadeite: positive,
dense, positive, and balanced.”
Your bracelet, the first three elements are all good. But the problem is with ‘average’.
The color distribution of this bracelet is not even. The market price is about 450,000. If
you find an acquaintance to buy it, up to 400,000. If it exceeds this price, it means that
he makes your money.
Liu Qianshuang looked at Yue Feng without blinking!
Even experts may not dare to say so firmly!
But in the eyes of others, this Yue Feng is just a waste. Does he even know this
knowledge?
“Grandma Liu, this is a gift from me!” At this moment, a young man in his early twenties
stepped forward.
This young man is the eldest grandson of the Bai family, and his name is Bai Zhan.
The moment the gift box was opened, many people were stunned.
Inside is a check!

1,314,521!
Although this number, using the homonym of I love you forever, is really a bit nonmainstream. But that’s also over a million!
“Grandma, I want to propose a marriage today. I have been in love with Liu Qianshuang
for a long time.” Bai Zhan said word by word.
Swish! Everyone’s eyes instantly focused on Liu Qianshuang!
At that time, I was chatting with Yue Feng about jade, and the two were very close.
But at this moment, Bai Zhan’s face suddenly couldn’t hold back. She asked to kiss Liu
Qianshuang, but she chatted with Yue Feng in full swing? It’s enough to chat with
others, Yue Feng is a well-known waste!
“Stay away from Qianshuang!” Bai Zhan was furious as he pointed at Yue Feng and
yelled.
Yue Feng just smiled faintly. Before she could speak, Liu Qianshuang stood up:
“Grandma, I still need to consider this marriage.”
Now that there are too many people, Liu Qianshuang can’t directly refuse. Although Bai
Zhan is shrewd, his business is doing well. But this person is too small. Not really my
type.
The grandmother immediately understood and said with a smile, “Bai Zhan, when the
banquet is over, our two families will discuss the marriage again.”
Bai Zhan stared at Yue Feng tightly, his eyes red.
From the first time she saw Liu Qianshuang, she had fallen in love with her.
She is the kind of very cold woman who has hardly ever seen her talk to the opposite
sex. Seeing her chatting with Yue Feng so happily now, how could she not be angry.
“Grandma, President Xu Xiangdong is here!” At this moment, a voice sounded.
Everyone looks at the door!
Xu Xiangdong was dressed in a suit, with his hair back, looking energetic. Holding a
long box in his hand, he walked quickly.
“It’s coming to the east.” The grandmother laughed.

Everyone had already heard that Xu Xiangdong had prepared a big gift and wanted to
propose a kiss to Liu Xuan.
Everyone stared at his box without blinking, and their curiosity had long been aroused. It
is said that the grandmother will definitely like this great gift he prepared. What kind of
gift could make him so confident?
Xu Xiangdong bowed slightly. At this time, he looks bright and beautiful on the surface,
but in fact only he himself knows that he is at the end of the road. The Yue family broke
his economic chain and expelled him from the company.
Today he came to the birthday banquet and bought a good suit with all his money. Must
succeed today!
“Grandma, if you have something to say, just tell Xiangdong.” Xu Xiangdong said
slowly: “I fell in love with Liu Xuan at first sight. But she married a waste! After three
years of marriage, Donghai City regards this marriage as a joke! She has already I have
endured enough, I can’t bear her to endure so much! Today, no matter what, I have to
express my thoughts.”
Xu Xiangdong took a deep breath: “I want to marry Liu Xuan!”
Wow!
The voice fell, and the audience was hotly discussing!
This is too straightforward, isn’t it? No face is left for Yue Feng!
But think about it carefully, what is Yue Feng doing to save face for him? Don’t be afraid
to offend him.
“In the past few years, I have been thinking about Xuan’er.” Xu Xiangdong said again:
“For her, I can give up everything. Xiangdong is not talented. With his own efforts for so
many years, he has only 30 million assets. It is because of Xuan. Son of a love, I sold
the company and bought her Crystal Love!”
What? !
Everyone was shocked! They all looked at Liu Xuan’s feet.
A pair of noble and elegant high-heeled shoes, become the focus of the audience! The
perfect streamline and noble temperament of this pair of shoes make everyone’s
attention! So beautiful, beautiful shoes with beautiful women!
“This is the 30 million crystal love, it’s really shocking..”

“Yeah, there are only 99 pairs in the world, you can’t buy it with money, it must be
related.”
“It’s too enviable, if I have I’m afraid I have to wear these shoes to sleep…”
Many women commented. Crystal love, if any woman says she doesn’t envy it, it’s pure
nonsense!
For a time, the eyes of the surrounding women looking at Xu Xiangdong showed the
eyes of nympho.
Shen Man and Liu Wensheng nodded again and again, looking at Xu Xiangdong with
full of admiration.
At this time, Yue Feng frowned. Is there something wrong with this special code Xu
Xiangdong? How thick is his skin? Is it crazy to say that he bought these shoes?
At this time, Xu Xiangdong bowed again: “Grandma, today is your birthday. At the same
time as I propose a marriage, I also want to pay my respects to you. This is a gift from
me!”
Speaking of which, Xu Xiangdong opened the box !
Whoa!
At this moment, everyone surrounded the past, and exclamations came one after
another!
“Fuck, this..this is..”
Everyone was stupid, even the grandmother couldn’t help standing up and walked in
front of Xu Xiangdong!
Inside the box is a drawing scroll!
Xu Xiangdong spread out the scroll, and said proudly: “This painting is Wang Xizhi’s
[Ping An Post]. This painting was bought by me at a high price. I know that grandma
likes antiques, and this painting is a little bit of Xiangdong’s Respect.”
What? !
At this time, Yue Feng also stood up from the chair.
Wang Xizhi’s “Safety Post”?

A few days ago, Xiang Riyue and the others gave them to themselves, wasn’t it the Ping
An Post?
Seriously, Xiang Riyue, Wu Dedao and the others would never dare to send their fakes!
The original work is in my own hands, so this picture…
“This… this… I read it right?” Bai Yiyun, the head of the Bai family, came over, his
mouth wide open!
After all, he is the head of the Bai family, and Bai Yiyun is well-informed. But now my
heart is beating so fast! That is Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy, the work of the calligrapher!
This work will not be less than 20 million, right? !
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“Come on, let me see.” The
grandmother finally couldn’t sit still and shouted softly. The juniors all gave way.
The old grandmother helped her reading glasses and watched without blinking.
Powerful strokes, smooth flow! This, this is simply a masterpiece!
“I’m afraid it’s not a fake.” Bai Yiyun gave a thumbs up, his face full of excitement: “I
didn’t expect it, I didn’t expect Wang Xizhi’s original work to be seen here!”
“Yes! Generally only You can see it in the museum!”
“It’s so beautiful, to be able to write such a character, you deserve to be a calligrapher!”
The
praises rang out one after another, and the grandmother was overjoyed!
“Okay, okay, okay!” The grandmother said three good words in a row, and carefully put
away the painting. He said to the servant: “Quick, put it in the box, be sure to handle it
gently and slowly!”
“Yes.” Everyone said that this is the work of Wang Xizhi, and it is worth a lot. If it is
damaged, can it be compensated? !
Liu Xuan, who was on the side, bit her lip tightly, feeling a touch of emotion in her heart.
Xu Xiangdong sold the company just to buy himself a pair of high heels. Now it’s such a
great gift.
“Yo, look at everyone, Yue Feng’s expression is so funny, haha!”

At this time, Liu Zhiyuan suddenly laughed and pointed at Yue Feng and said, “Look at
it, he is also holding a box in his hand. , Haha, he also prepared a gift for the
grandmother!”
Hearing Liu Zhiyuan’s words, everyone roared.
Indeed, Yue Feng’s expression at this time was indeed very unnatural.
Not because of anything else, this Xu Xiangdong’s face is really thick! Got a fake as a
gift?
“Yue Feng, come here, take out your gift and take a look!”
“Yeah, haha!”
Everyone saw that Yue Feng was holding a gift box in his hand, but the gift box was too
special, right? Haha, looks like it was picked up from a trash heap.
This Yue Feng is really disgusting. I usually don’t want to spend money. Now that my
grandma is celebrating her birthday, she still pays so much?
“Forget it, don’t look at it.”
Yue Feng waved his hand. I have seen the faces of these people. No matter what gift
they bring out, they will ridicule a few words. So to avoid these troubles, just don’t look
at it.
“Don’t, haha!” Liu Zhiyuan suddenly jumped out: “Today, Grandma’s birthday,
everyone’s gifts have been seen, it’s just you! Your wife is about to be robbed, you still
don’t reveal the gift, save it!”
“Hahaha!” The
voice fell, and the people around laughed even more.
Liu Xuan’s expression turned extremely bad. Somewhat angry, he told Yue Feng to
prepare some gifts. But he was not well prepared! Alright now, everyone is watching the
joke!
“Hurry up and sit down, don’t stand!” Liu Xuan pulled Yue Feng’s arm and reprimanded
softly.
On the other side, Shen Man, with anger written on his face, pointed at Yue Feng and
shouted: “Hurry up and put your broken gift at the door, don’t show your shame,
shameless thing.”

“Oh. “
Yue Feng muttered and walked to the door with the box. There, there are many gifts.
Just as he was about to put the box in the pile of gifts, at this time, Liu Zhiyuan ran over
and grabbed the box unexpectedly!
“Haha, don’t be so stingy, let’s see what gifts are prepared!” Liu Zhiyuan said excitedly,
and opened the box!
At this moment, the entire villa was silent!
Everyone stared at Yue Feng’s gift and swallowed!
It was a folding fan, and the fan bone was black, and it looked like there were traces of
time.
Open the folding fan, and there is a thick ink landscape painting on the fan, which is a
snowy day. This painter is amazing! I am afraid it was painted by a generation of
masters! Without decades of skill, it is impossible to draw at all!
In a corner of the fan, a poem was also mentioned:
‘One piece after another, two pieces, three pieces, four or five pieces, six pieces, seven
pieces, eight or nine pieces, and the reed flowers are not seen when they fly. ‘
The fan has a dozen stamps on it! The most striking is the inscription of this poem:
Hongli Pro-Title!
Hongli? ! Aixinjueluo Hongli? ! Also known as Emperor Qianlong!
“Hahaha!” I
don’t know who it was, but I couldn’t help laughing at first, and then the audience burst
into laughter!
“Haha, I laughed so hard, this fan is too fake?! Hahaha!”
“Yeah, the fan used by Emperor Qianlong will appear here?! Haha!”
“This kind of fan, Donghai City History Museum I don’t even dare to say yes!”
Liu Zhiyuan covered his stomach, leaned back and forth while laughing, pointed at Yue
Feng and said, “You are so funny, hahaha, are you crazy poor, grandma’s birthday
today, you just Can’t you spend some money, hahaha, tell me, where did you get this
fan? Hahaha!”

“I asked a friend to buy it.”
Yue Feng said lightly.
Indeed, he originally wanted to send Wang Xizhi’s “Safety Post”, but that pair of words,
after all, was given by Wu Dedao and the others. Gift-giving should not be forwarded, it
seems to be disrespectful to people.
So Yue Feng entrusted Chen Shishi to help her choose a gift.
Who knows, Chen Shishi actually sent this fan! She said that her friends happened to
be collectors in China. After begging for a long time, I asked for this fan. It is said that
this fan was used by Emperor Qianlong for a whole year, and the fan also has a name
called Qiankun Infinite Fan.
“I asked a friend to buy it?!” Liu Zhiyuan covered his stomach and suppressed his own
smile: “How much did you spend?”
“No money. My friend doesn’t want money.” Yue Feng said, “She said she would have
money in the future. Time, just treat her to a meal of rice noodles.”
“Rice noodles?! Haha, rice noodles across the bridge?!” Liu Zhiyuan just slowed down,
but at this time he couldn’t take it anymore, and he almost fainted from laughter.
Hahaha! The whole audience burst into laughter!
This Yue Feng is so funny, he is really shameless! Ha ha!
The old grandmother looked at Yue Feng with a stern face and said coldly: “Do you still
want shame? Xuan’er is really unlucky to marry you! Come on, throw this broken fan out
for me!”
“Yes!”
The two servants nodded, picked up the fan and box, opened the door and threw them
out!
The people next to him laughed. Yue Feng sighed and returned to his seat to sit down.
The old grandmother was very happy, but after such a commotion, she couldn’t hang
her face anymore, she waved her hand and said, “Okay, let me say a few words.”
“First of all, thank you all for coming to my birthday banquet during your busy schedule.”
The grandmother nodded slightly and said, “Everyone is happy today, you must eat and
drink well! There are two people who proposed to my Liu family today. We have already
counted. After the banquet is over, we will discuss it again.”

Speaking of which, the old grandmother stood up: “Everyone! Today everyone brings a
big gift, the old lady, and I can’t be shabby. Today’s good food and wine, the old lady I
am all Ready!” The
grandmother clapped her hands. At this moment, dozens of waiters came in with dishes
in their hands.
“The best abalone of the king, Buddha jumps over the wall, abalone wings in thick
soup…”
Many people were surprised when one dish after another was served.
There are more than a dozen dishes per table, and each one is a famous dish! It is
estimated that the price of each table is not less than 100,000!
When everyone was surprised, a voice came again!
“Grandma, Miss Xiao Yuruo is here.”
“Hurry up, please!” Grandma said quickly.
The Xiao family has been in the antique business for generations, and the relationship
with the Liu family is still good. Last time, when the old grandmother gave Liu Xuan a
celebration banquet, Xiao Yuruo was still here.
Liu Xuan also smiled. The last time Xiao Yuruo asked herself, who gave the crystal
love, she came up with double the price. I didn’t know it at the time, but it was given to
him by Xu Xiangdong.
I happened to talk to Xu Xiangdong for a while and asked Xu Xiangdong to help Xiao
Yuruo buy a pair too.
As soon as Xiao Yuruo appeared, all the men on the field straightened their eyes.
Really beautiful! At this time, she was wearing a pair of skinny jeans and a white shirt,
and her figure was not too sexy.
“I’m sorry, there is a traffic jam on the road.” Xiao Yuruo showed an apologetic smile as
she walked.
As a result, before she finished speaking, she suddenly stopped!
“This…this is…”
Xiao Yuruo looked down at the ground. It was the broken fan that was thrown out!

The fan was still in a broken box at this time. Who is Xiao Yuruo? The family has been
in the antique business for generations! This box, this… seems unusual…
“Mr. Xiao, you don’t need to pick up the trash, someone will sweep it away.” The
grandmother said with a smile.
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“Trash?”
Xiao Yuruo just thought it was funny, if he read it correctly, this box was probably used
by the imperial court during the Qianlong period of the Qing Dynasty. The material of
the box is very expensive, it should be golden nanmu.
Obviously, the box is weathered and looks particularly broken. But look closely, the
workmanship of the box is very delicate!
Just this box, I’m afraid it’s worth hundreds of thousands, right? Was it considered
garbage? !
Perhaps because of her career, Xiao Yuruo opened her bag and took out a blue-pink
magnifying glass.
The Xiao family has been in the antique business for generations, often picking up leaks
on the roadside. Therefore, the magnifying glass must be carried with you.
“Mr. Xiao, what are you doing?” The
grandmother couldn’t help but said, “It’s just garbage, and there will be servants right
away to throw this box into the trash can.”
Many men looked at Xiao Yuruo, drooling. . This woman’s figure is simply too good.
Under the outline of the jeans, she is really flawless and sexy.
Xiao Yuruo didn’t say a word, when she looked at the wooden box through the
magnifying glass, there were drops of perspiration on her forehead!
On this box, there is actually a golden dragon engraved!
Although after years of baptism, it can only be seen with a magnifying glass, but there is
no doubt that this box is definitely the emperor’s royal use!
Because in the feudal era, there were very few who dared to carve a dragon! At that
time, imperial power was paramount, and this box could only be made by the emperor’s
sculptor.

The price of hundreds of thousands just now is definitely underestimated. This box is at
least one million!
“Mr. Xiao? Come and take a seat.” At this time, Liu Zhiyuan walked over respectfully
and bowed to Xiao Yuruo: “Mr. Xiao, the banquet is about to start.”
Xiao Yuruo put away the magnifying glass and said softly, “This box ..who gave the
gift?”
“No, no!” Liu Zhiyuan quickly waved his hand: “Mr. Xiao, don’t get me wrong, the guests
here today are all people with heads and faces, who would send such low-end street
stall goods. Haha! “
After all, the Liu family also has a head and face. If you even accept this kind of gift, it
would be a shame to say it.
As Liu Zhiyuan spoke, he brought the box over. Just throw it in the trash.
The old grandmother glanced at Liu Zhiyuan with admiration. I didn’t hurt this grandson
in vain, it will really happen!
“Hold on.”
Xiao Yuruo spoke again and brought the box over. She now understands that the
people who were present didn’t know the goods! Thought it was a stall? As everyone
knows, this is a peerless baby!
With excitement, I slowly opened the box. It was at this moment that Xiao Yuruo was
completely shocked! The body trembled!
This .. isn’t it, right? !
Qiankun Infinite Fan? !
How is this possible!
Xiao Yuruo bit her lip so tightly that she was about to bleed!
As we all know, Emperor Qianlong had two major preferences in his life. The first
preference is to engrave stamps. It is said that Qianlong had thousands of seals!
The second hobby is writing poetry. In his lifetime, he wrote more than 40,000 poems.
However, most of these poems have no standard, and few people memorize them. But
there is one poem that everyone remembers very clearly.

That is: one piece after another, two pieces, three pieces, four or five pieces, six pieces,
seven pieces, eight or nine pieces, and the reed flowers are not seen when they fly.
The first three lines of this poem were written by Qianlong. But the finishing touch of the
fourth sentence was written by Ji Xiaolan.
It is said that Emperor Qianlong created this poem. He was so happy that he ordered
the best painter to paint a picture and use this picture to make a folding fan.
Later, Emperor Qianlong personally mentioned this poem on the folding fan. And printed
more than a dozen seals, I like it very much.
This folding fan, also known as the best folding fan in the entire Qing Dynasty! Emperor
Qianlong gave the name, Qiankun Boundless Fan!
This fan has been kept in the Forbidden City. But then the Qing Dynasty fell, and the
Forbidden City was baptized by foreigners. The folding fan lost the news.
Now.. now I can actually see it with my own eyes!
Xiao Yuruo was so excited that her legs were a little weak. She couldn’t help picking up
her phone, how happy her father would be if he could see this picture of the fan! This
fan is a supreme treasure for any treasure collector, even if you can glance at it, it is
enough!
“Mr. Xiao, just throw this fan away. Don’t get your hands dirty.” Liu Zhiyuan said with a
smile: “I know, you are an expert in antiques, and such a fake imitation appeared in our
Liu family to make you laugh. already.”
“Imitated?” Xiao Yuruo raised her brows slightly.
I have been in contact with antiques since I was seven years old. Now I have been in
the business for more than ten years, and I have never missed it. This thing is clearly
the real thing!
“Are you mistaken?” Xiao Yuruo said softly, “This folding fan…”
“This folding fan belongs to me.” At this moment, Yue Feng stood up, walked to Xiao
Yuruo, and took the folding fan back.
Yes, everyone knows that today is grandma’s birthday, but how many people know that
today is also their birthday?
Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, so special, no one knows his birthday, so what are
he doing here in the heat? Since they don’t know what’s good or bad, it’s okay not to
give this fan away!

“Yours?”
Xiao Yuruo looked at Yue Feng.
Wasn’t he the one who gave up his seat at the Pearl of the Orient last time?
I heard that he is the son-in-law of the Liu family and has no status. How could this
folding fan be his?
“Yes, Mr. Xiao, this broken fan belongs to him!” Liu Zhiyuan shouted: “Apart from him,
who else would have the nerve to take such a broken thing!”
“No matter how broken the thing I gave, it would be better than yours. The night pearl is
strong.” Yue Feng said coldly: “The grandma loves you so much, so you can send a
broken pearl of several thousand dollars, how embarrassed? You don’t want the folding
fan I gave you, right? Well, I will take it back.”
When the voice fell, Yue Feng put the folding fan in his pocket.
“Is your special code sick?!” Liu Zhiyuan suddenly became angry: “You said that
whoever gave it is worth a few thousand? If you compare it again, I will find someone to
kill you.”
“Okay.”
At this time, the grandmother Finally said: “Today is a good day, stop arguing. I want to
say one thing.”
Liu Zhiyuan spat at Yue Feng, and then returned to his seat.
As a distinguished guest, Xiao Yuruo should have been seated at the front, but she
followed Yue Feng and walked to the seat.
“Auntie, may I sit here?” Xiao Yuruo looked at Shen Man and asked.
“Yes, of course!” Shen Man said with a smile: “Yue Feng, quickly give up your seat to
President Xiao!”
“No no no, Auntie, you misunderstood.” Xiao Yuruo smiled lightly: “I mean, I can Sit…
beside him?”
After speaking, Xiao Yuruo pointed to Yue Feng.
What? !
Xiao Yuruo’s voice was not loud, but the people around the tables could hear it clearly!

What’s the situation? ! Why does the goddess have to sit beside Diaosi?
For Yue Feng, other girls can’t hide! Is she still sitting next to him?
Shen Man was also stunned. The first thought was that Yue Feng had offended her just
now.
“Mr. Xiao, this Yue Feng is a fool, don’t be angry.” Shen Man said, “Don’t know him in
general.”
“Auntie, you misunderstood.” Xiao Yuruo’s red lips rose slightly: “I want to chat with
him.”
This sentence fell, and the surrounding area exploded!
What are you talking about with Yue Feng? So poor and sour, seeing him is disgusting!
How can a goddess and such a person have a common topic!
Shen Man hesitated for a while, but nodded, gave up his seat, and sat in the back
himself.
At this time, Liu Xuan couldn’t help but look to the side.
In her heart, she always felt that Yue Feng was useless and no girl would like him. But
now, Xiao Yuruo suddenly said that she wanted to sit next to him, and she felt a little
uncomfortable. The
woman’s intuition told Liu Xuan that Xiao Yuruo wanted to sit next to Yue Feng, there
must be a reason.
At this moment, Yue Feng was surrounded by three superb beauties. Xiao Yuruo, Liu
Xuan, Liu Qianshuang.
The eyes of half of the men in the audience were all looking this way. On the bodies of
the three women, they kept sweeping to and fro. I have to say that these three women
are really different.
“Hello… Excuse me…” Xiao Yuruo looked at Yue Feng and spoke. But before she
finished speaking, she swallowed it back. Because she found out that Yue Feng didn’t
look at her at all!
I was a little angry in my heart, I wanted to take the initiative to strike up a conversation,
but this man ignored me?
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was about to continue talking to Yue Feng. At this time, the grandmother of the Liu
family laughed, picked up the wine glass and walked towards Liu Xuan.
Seeing the grandma walking down, everyone stopped their chopsticks.
“Xuan’er. Grandma wants to tell you something.” The grandmother spoke slowly.
“Grandma, tell me.” Liu Xuan said.
The grandmother nodded: “Xuan’er, today is grandma’s birthday, can you promise
grandma to negotiate with Ziyu Company? As long as Ziyu Company entrusts the task
of packaging Li Qin to the Liu family, then we can earn a profit. A lot of money. Can you
promise grandma?”
“This…”
Liu Xuan didn’t know what to think, but at this moment, she secretly glanced at Yue
Feng.
I had talked about Ziyu Company before, but the grandmother gave all the credit to Liu
Zhiyuan. I don’t feel good about myself.
Yue Feng told himself that he couldn’t promise the old grandma…
Sure enough, Yue Feng shook his head.
Liu Xuan gritted her teeth. If she listened to this trash, would she refuse the old
grandma in front of so many people?
“Mom, see what you said.” Shen Man stood up at once: “Let this matter be left to
Xuan’er, Xuan’er will definitely live up to expectations!”
“Okay!” The grandmother smiled.
As a result, at this moment, no one thought that Yue Feng, who had been sitting beside
him, suddenly stood up.
“No.” The
cold words were particularly harsh at this time!
“Liu Xuan talked about cooperation before, but the credit was taken away by Liu
Zhiyuan.” Yue Feng said coldly: “Now Ziyu Company doesn’t recognize Liu Zhiyuan, so
I think of my wife?”
“You… what did you say?” The old grandmother pointed at Yue Feng, angrily.

The members of the Liu family looked at Yue Feng as if they were mentally ill.
Is he rude? What is your status in the Liu family, do you have no idea? Just a door-todoor son-in-law! To be precise, even a dog of the Liu family had a better life than him!
“Fuck you, I have endured you for a long time!” Liu Zhiyuan finally couldn’t help it, and
jumped out: “Fuck you, what are you doing to eat? What are you? Can you decide for
Liu Xuan? Oh, it’s grandma’s birthday today, are you here to make trouble? Wearing a
street stall, giving a broken fan, and now interfering with our Liu family’s affairs? I will kill
you!” The
voice fell, and Liu Zhiyuan slammed a punch!
This punch was almost exhausted! Liu Zhiyuan was deeply loved by the grandmother,
and he was used to it since he was a child, which caused him to have a great temper.
When he was in school, he often fought and became the school bully. Now, although he
has grown up and started a business, he is also well-known in society for being able to
fight, and he knows a lot of big brothers.
“This Yue Feng is over, get ready to lie down and go out.”
“Shit! No one stops you from being beaten.” As the
voices of discussion came, everyone was suffocating laughter, waiting to watch the
excitement.
I’m afraid this punch can kill even a bear, right?
Yue Feng’s pupils shrank sharply, looking at the oncoming fist, he didn’t flinch at all, he
stayed still!
“Let’s go, go!” Liu Xuan didn’t think that she would persuade such a waste.
Maybe, maybe after living together for three years, I would feel a little uncomfortable
when I saw him being beaten..
“Just these two times, do you still learn to fight from others?” Yue Feng said coldly.
This is obviously the style of street gangsters, this punch is strong enough, but if you
want to hurt me, just dream.
Yue Feng showed a smile. Children of the Yue family have to keep fit since childhood.
At the age of seven, Yue Feng learned Wing Chun. Li Shan, the 23rd generation
descendant of Wing Chun, has taught Yue Feng for a whole year.

Although I dare not say that one is against ten. But for an ordinary strong man, it’s no
problem to play two or three times!
“Clang!”
Yue Feng raised his arm to block, and Liu Zhiyuan’s fist slammed into it! However, at
this moment, Liu Zhiyuan suddenly howled!
“Ow!”
He felt like he was hitting an iron plate! He felt that his arms seemed to be broken, and
he had no strength at all, and fell to the ground and kept rolling.
What? !
Everyone is stupid! I didn’t even see how Liu Zhiyuan fell!
This… Yue Feng, who has been doing housework for three years, still has this hand?
Who can imagine it? !
“Yue Feng, wait for me, wait for me with your special code!” Liu Zhiyuan shouted
desperately. , bring two carts of people, hurry, hurry! Bring the guy!”
After hanging up the phone, Liu Zhiyuan clenched his teeth and stood up, pointing at
Yue Feng: “Fuck you, don’t run, you wait for me, I am today Fuck you.”
There was no sound in the audience. Everyone knows that he is a man who will take
revenge. Yue Feng provoked him, will there be a good day?
He called someone just now, definitely not to scare Yue Feng!
But the big guys are all with the mentality of watching the fun, the bigger the bigger the
better! Sleep will worry about the son-in-law who comes to the door?
But at this time, Yue Feng ignored Liu Zhiyuan at all, just looked at the grandmother and
said, “Grandma, don’t you think it’s unfair to Xuan’er? All the credit goes to Liu Zhiyuan
before, but now Ziyu Company only recognizes Xuan’er, You just remembered her. Liu
Xuan can’t go to this task. If you want to negotiate with Ziyu Company, grandma, please
find someone else!”
“You…you…what did you say!” The grandma pointed at Yue Feng: “What are you? How
dare you decide for Xuan’er!”
“I am her husband.”
Yue Feng said coldly, with a loud voice!

At this moment, Liu Xuan’s body trembled obviously!
Everyone was stunned, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, full of complexity.
How could a waste who was eating and drinking in the Liu family say such things? !
“You are her husband?” The grandmother suddenly laughed: “Okay, ask Xuan’er, does
she admit that you are her husband! Does she admit it! If she admits it, I will not be her
grandma in the future! She doesn’t admit it, get out of here now!”
Shua!
The voice fell, and everyone’s eyes focused on Liu Xuan!
There is no doubt that this is a multiple choice question. On one side is the
grandmother, and on the other side is the titular husband.
Liu Xuanyu clenched her hands tightly, as if her throat was blocked, and couldn’t say a
word.
“Crack!”
While everyone was watching the excitement, Shen Man stood up and slapped Yue
Feng directly in the face without warning!
The slap came suddenly, Yue Feng’s body staggered, almost fell to the ground, and his
face was red.
“Grandma is right, what are you?” Shen Man pointed at Yue Feng and scolded: “You
are just a dog of the Liu family, who gave you the right to jump up and down? Are you
Xuan’er’s husband? Then I want to ask you , apart from a marriage certificate, what else
do you have? In the past three years, you haven’t even held Xuan’er’s hand, right? You
really take yourself as a character, dare to point fingers here, get out!”
Hahaha!
The people around were holding back their laughter, looking like they were watching a
good show.
If it was in the past, Yue Feng would definitely have to apologize again.
Everyone looked at the past, but at this moment, they saw the corner of Yue Feng’s
mouth raising an arc upward.
He looked directly at Shen Man, and that look was even a little scary!

Liu Xuan looked at Yue Feng in disbelief. She had been married for three years. She
did not expect that Yue Feng, who had always been weak, was now a little strange.
Yue Feng looked at Shen Man with a smile: “I and your daughter have been married for
three years. In the past three years, even if I have no credit, I have worked hard. In the
past three years, when have I ever complained? Okay, even if I am good, you guys I
don’t even remember, that’s okay!”
Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, and his voice spread throughout the audience:
“Maybe because of me, Xuan’er and you are looked down upon by others! After you
finish this slap, we will be cleared. Don’t you always tell me to get out? Well, I’m going
to get out.”
Yue Feng said coldly, the voice fell, stood up and left!
Shocked!
No one thought that waste Yue Feng would say these words!
There was no one to stop him, and the Liu family wanted him to leave.
As a result, when he reached the door, Liu Zhiyuan jumped out at once, pointed at Yue
Feng’s back and shouted, “You can leave if you want? We haven’t finished calculating
the bill just now! You can leave, but you have to lie down. Leave!”
As soon as the voice fell, he saw the door of the villa, and quickly stopped a few black
vans.
Immediately after the door opened, more than 20 strong men came down with baseball
bats and steel pipes.
“Brother Haoran!” Liu Zhiyuan shouted and walked over quickly. Said to the person in
the lead.
The man nodded, holding a machete in his hand: “Who bullied you?”
“It’s this stupid pen, Brother Haoran, beat him to his knees!” Liu Zhiyuan shouted.
But at this time, Yue Feng happened to be looking at that person. I almost didn’t laugh
at the time.
Zhong Haoran?
The ‘big brother’ that Liu Zhiyuan was looking for was Zhong Haoran who was watching
the scene in the Spring River Flower Moon Night. Xiang Riyue’s godson.

At this time, the Liu family was also boiling, and everyone stood up one after another. I
didn’t expect Liu Zhiyuan to be so well-connected, even Zhong Haoran invited him!
Zhong Haoran is notoriously ruthless, Yue Feng is going to be unlucky!
“Yue Feng, hurry up!”
At this time, Liu Xuan didn’t know what to think, stood up and shouted to Yue Feng.
Chapter 20
You must know, that’s Zhong Haoran!
Although Liu Xuan doesn’t know him, she often hears friends mention him!
It is said that in Donghai City, Zhong Haoran’s name is particularly loud. The most
important thing is that behind him, there is Xiangriyue support!
Who is Xiang Riyue? That is the owner of Chunjiang Huayueye, the owner of the most
luxurious bar in Donghai City.
Liu Xuan could see that Zhong Haoran was holding a machete with a fierce look on his
face. If this caught Yue Feng, even if he didn’t kill him, he would still be half-crippled.
“You hurry up!” Liu Xuan was really in a hurry, she stood up from her seat and was
going to pull Yue Feng. But he was stopped by the people around him.
Liu Xuan didn’t even understand herself, what she was thinking. It was true that she
looked down on Yue Feng, but when she saw that Yue Feng was about to be beaten,
she felt really uncomfortable.
But the people next to him don’t think so. The worse Yue Feng was beaten, the better!
Haha, especially Xu Xiangdong. At this moment, he grabbed Liu Xuan and said,
“Xuan’er, what do you care about this waste! He doesn’t know how much he is, but he
dares to provoke Zhiyuan, and he deserves
to be beaten!” Forget it, go straight to the villa!
“Brother Yuan, don’t worry.” Zhong Haoran spit out the cigarette butt in his mouth: “I
want to see who has the guts and dares to provoke my brother! Today I will abolish
him!”
Liu Zhiyuan nodded heavily Nodding, he walked towards Yue Feng arrogantly. I was
sober in my heart that I actually found Zhong Haoran, too special code has a face!

In fact, he and Zhong Haoran met by chance.
Once Liu Zhiyuan was driving and quarreled with the driver in front. As a result, the two
sides came to an appointment. At that time, the driver called someone, and it was
Zhong Haoran.
That time, Zhong Haoran almost killed Liu Zhiyuan. Liu Zhiyuan was also afraid of him,
so he tried his best to make friends with Zhong Haoran.
Knowing that Zhong Haoran likes to gamble, he often loses penniless. So every month,
Liu Zhiyuan will ‘borrow’ him a sum of money. Said it was a loan, but never paid it back.
Liu Zhiyuan did not intend for him to pay back the money! Anyway, if I give him some
every month, it doesn’t hurt or itches. When something happens, I can ask him to help
me.
To be honest, since knowing Zhong Haoran, almost no one dared to provoke him.
Because the name Zhong Haoran is too loud in Donghai City, no one in the younger
generation dares to compete with him!
This clock is only a dozen meters away from Yue Feng. The two looked at each other.
However, Zhong Haoran is a short-sighted boy. At this time, he squinted his eyes and
hadn’t recognized Yue Feng! Still aggressive, he raised his knife and rushed to Yue
Feng’s side!
“Run, run!” Liu Xuan shouted loudly, but was surrounded by people around her.
At this moment, Liu Xuan’s eyes closed. She seemed to have seen that Yue Feng fell in
a pool of blood!
But she never dreamed that when Zhong Haoran’s knife was about to fall, his body
suddenly froze!
Yue Feng looked at him with a smile. At this time, the distance between the two of them
was only half a meter!
Seeing Zhong Haoran stop, Liu Zhiyuan suddenly became anxious.
“Brother Haoran, it’s this person!” Liu Zhiyuan roared loudly: “It’s him, Brother Haoran,
beat him to his knees!”
Liu Zhiyuan kept howling, his eyes were red!
“You… the person you want to beat, is he?” At this time, Zhong Haoran finally reacted
and said to Liu Zhiyuan.

“Yes, it’s him!” Liu Zhiyuan’s head was like garlic.
The people of the Liu family were all attentive, waiting to watch the excitement.
But the grandmother walked down and said, “Zhiyuan, it’s enough, don’t break people.”
Don’t break people? Liu Zhiyuan sneered, with a special rudeness, Yue Feng slapped
himself in front of the whole family. If this revenge is not repaid, how will he look up in
the future? !
“Okay. Don’t worry, grandma, I just beat him to his knees and that’s fine.” Liu Zhiyuan
said with a smile.
At this time, Zhong Haoran also saw Yue Feng’s appearance clearly, and he was
almost scared to pee!
This…, that fool Liu Zhiyuan, the person who wants to beat is Yue Feng?
Zhong Haoran fell down in a cold sweat, his godfather would call out second young
master when he saw Yue Feng!
“The person you want to hit is…is he?!” Zhong Haoran confirmed it again. asked
incredulously.
“It’s him!”
Liu Zhiyuan shouted, seeing that he still didn’t make a move, and finally he couldn’t bear
it anymore. He planned to start the gun himself and punch him directly!
As a result, as soon as he punched, he saw Zhong Haoran growl and grab Liu
Zhiyuan’s hair!
“Crack!”
Without warning, a slap slapped Liu Zhiyuan’s face!
This slap, almost exhausted all his strength, and the blood fell down.
Liu Zhiyuan covered his face, his face full of puzzlement: “Brother Haoran! I, what did I
do wrong?!”
Not only Liu Zhiyuan, but everyone present was stunned!
This, what’s the matter? Isn’t Zhong Haoran Liu Zhiyuan’s good brother?

“Little brat, are you trying to kill me?!” Zhong Haoran became angrier the more he
thought about it, and slapped Liu Zhiyuan with a big mouth. Push him to the ground,
kicking him constantly.
“Brother Haoran, why is this!”
Liu Zhiyuan was about to cry without tears, and rolled on the ground.
No one from the surrounding Liu family dared to step forward to stop them. Finally, the
grandmother couldn’t stand it any longer, and waved at the young Liu family.
Those young people took courage, walked over tremblingly, and summoned up their
courage to shout, “Stop..Stop..”
“Fuck you, get out of here!” Zhong Haoran was in a fit of rage, holding a knife in his
hand Pointing to the past: “Who is blocking today, I will unload him!”
These words shocked everyone. Who dares to be stubborn with Zhong Haoran? !
“Call me, I’ll be responsible if something goes wrong!” Zhong Haoran shouted, and said
to the younger brother behind him. A group of people surrounded Liu Zhiyuan with a
kick.
“Brother Feng…” At this moment, Zhong Haoran squeezed out a pleasing smile and
walked humbly in front of Yue Feng: “Brother Feng…don’t worry, this kid dares to
oppose you, I will kill him today!
”?!
After saying this, everyone is stupid!
This, what’s the situation? ! How could the dignified Zhong Haoran be so respectful to
Yue Feng? ! Really, that kind of respect, like a son seeing his father!
This waste, still have this ability? How is it possible!
Liu Xuan was also stunned. From her initial worry, she was now shocked! Really, utterly
shocked!
“Brother Feng, I really didn’t know it was you, otherwise I wouldn’t dare to come.” Zhong
Haoran saw that Yue Feng didn’t speak, and was about to be frightened. He kept
saying, “Brother Feng, I beg you, don’t get angry, okay, I beg you, I really don’t know it’s
you…”
“Okay, okay.” Yue Feng waved his hand impatiently. When Haoran spoke, it was even
more annoying, so he turned around and left.

It’s over…
Zhong Haoran’s heart skipped a beat. Brother Feng won’t be really angry, will he?
“Beat me to the death!” Zhong Haoran yelled angrily.
The Liu family looked at each other in dismay, and no one dared to stop them. After
fighting for a while, Liu Zhiyuan was almost killed, and everyone finally stopped.
Liu Zhiyuan’s nose was blue and his face was swollen, and tears were streaming down
his face: “Brother Haoran, why did you hit me…”
Zhong Haoran pinched his waist, and kicked again angrily: “Why beat you? Do you
know, Brother Feng? How much more?!”
“How much more? He is the son-in-law of our Liu family!” Liu Zhiyuan felt
uncomfortable, how could the person he found beat him instead! And it’s still unclear!
“Son-in-law at the door?” Zhong Haoran sneered, just about to reveal Yue Feng’s
identity, the second young master of the Yue family. But after thinking about it, I heard
from my godfather that Yue Feng had left the Yue family.
Therefore, Yue Feng does not know what his identity is now!
Zhong Haoran rolled his eyes and said to Liu Zhiyuan, “Anyway, remember your special
code for me, and if you pretend to be forceful with Brother Feng, I will kill you.”
“Go!”
Zhong Haoran waved his hand, and a group of people screamed. Leaving Liu’s house.
“Zhiyuan, are you alright?!”
Until this time, everyone dared to go over and surrounded Liu Zhiyuan.
Special code! Liu Zhiyuan felt uncomfortable!
What is this called? Today is a shame!
“Grandma, the owner of Oriental Pearl, Wu Dedao is here!”
A voice came. Then everyone looked towards the door.
I saw five Rolls Royces stopped. A middle-aged man on crutches came down from a car
headed by the co-pilot. A Chinese tunic suit.

It was Wu Dedao!
“The grandmother of the Liu family has such a great face, that even President Wu
invited me.”
“Yeah…”
A group of guests were discussing. He, who is worth billions, has never seen any
birthday party he attended! Was invited by grandma today? !
“Mr. Wu!” The
grandmother was also confused, what happened? Why did Wu Dedao come? Didn’t
you invite him?
“Excuse me, grandma, is Mr. Yue there?” Wu Dedao said with a smile, followed by a
dozen men in black, walking towards the villa.
“Mr. Yue?” The
grandmother shook her head: “I’ve never heard of this person. Do you know each
other?”
Everyone was blank. Mr. Yue? Who knows?
There is only one person named Yue, and that is Yue Feng. But who would have
thought of that crap?
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